Holmes and Narver, Inc.,
828 South Figueroa Street
Los Angeles 17, California

Attention: Mr. David L. Narver, Jr.

Subject: CLASSIFICATION OF DRAWING

Gentlemen:

Upon presentation of your drawing 2205-AB-17 to the Classification Officer we found that with its' present title it would be classified as "Confidential Security Information". However, if the title were changed to something like "Bikini Atoll, Coordinate System" it would be classified as "Restricted Security Information".

Acting upon this decision, we have removed the objectional words from the prints in our possession and suggest that future prints bear a different title.

Very truly yours,

J. L. Shumway
J-6

Distribution:
0/2 cys - Holmes and Narver
1 cy - J-6
1 cy - J-Div
1 cy - J-Seq
1 cy - LASL, CM&R